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About This Game

Get ready to set sail! You are the captain of the M.S. Tradewind, a trade ship bound for the open sea!
Gather your crew, test your sea readiness, and explore the world in this 8-bit action/RPG inspired by NES classics.

Featuring a persistent world, a robust story, and a full musical score in chiptune style!

In Levantera, use your combat skill and agility to battle by land and sea in both platforming sections and overworld ship combat.
Quick swap main and sub weapons to suit your play style. Gather your crew from taverns and upgrade your ship to face tougher

opponents.
Conquer the spellbook and use the silver compass to quick-select your favorite spells.

Prepare to discover exotic locations and encounter fierce combatants as you travel the world in search of your lost former crew.
Action, adventure, and enchantment await as you uncover the secrets of the arcane force of the wind: Levantera.
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Title: Levantera: Tale of The Winds
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Lasso Games, LLC
Publisher:
Lasso Games, LLC
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Onboard

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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It took me a little while to get the feel for this game, but after I did I really liked it. Unfortunately it suffers from a bit of lack of
direction. Eventually I figured out what to do by basically going everywhere. Now I'm kinda stuck again. Not much of a wiki
community for a game with 5 reviews.

It's fun and I hope the game isn't abandoned. Haven't seen an update since it came out?
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